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Micro-optical elements and optical materials of certain spider webs  
 

D. M. Kane*, N. Naidoo, D. J. Little 

Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, Macquarie University ~ Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia  

ABSTRACT   

Certain spider webs are composed of several types of micro-optical elements made from transparent optical materials. 
The silks (radial and capture) are almost exclusively protein. The nearly cylindrical silks have diameters in the range 0.1 
to several microns and cross-sectional morphology that is cylindrical-multi-layered,.as studied by transmission electron 
microscopy, The capture threads are coated with aqueous adhesive that also forms into nearly elliptical micro-lenses 
(adhesive droplets) mounted on the near cylindrical silks. The remaining elements of the web are the cement junctions 
tying the radial and the capture threads of the web together. These are irregularly shaped platelets. Progress to date on 
our research characterizing the optical properties and function of these transparent orb webs has been to interpret the 
reflection and transmission properties of the elements of the web, and the web as a whole, in natural lighting; to evaluate 
the optical finish of the surface of the silks and capture droplets; and to measure the principal refractive indices of radial 
silks using new immersion based methods developed for application to micron-sized, curved optical elements. Here we 
report the principal refractive indices, birefringence, dispersion and morphology of transparent spider silk subject to 
various chemical treatments. The morphology is measured using TEM. Insight into the physical origin of the refractive 
index properties will be discussed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Particular spider orb webs are sophisticated optical devices constructed from a range of transparent protein-based optical 
materials. We have discovered that spider silks, and related components in the orb webs of several genera of spiders, are 
fascinating for their optical properties and functions.1-7 The optical properties of orb web silks and biomaterials that are 
known to date include having an effective optical finish equivalent to ultra-high quality mirrors;1-4 an effective angular 
dispersion up to three times that of glasses with similar refractive index;5,6,8-10 high birefringence;5,6,11 and high intensity-
dependent nonlinear optical coefficients.12 The new methods for measuring the principle refractive indices for natural 
spider silks5,6 are generally applicable to micro-optics. Low UV reflectance in certain spider orb webs13 has been 
optimized by 136 million years of co-evolution of insect vision and the visibility of the spider’s web to its prey. The 
adhesive droplets of the capture spiral, for orb webs with this type of structure, are an elliptical micro-lens,3 in addition 
to being part of the material that traps insect prey in the web. In contrast with the extensive research on the favourable 
mechanical properties of spider dragline silk (the strongest and toughest natural material14-18), here all of the capture silk, 
the adhesive coating and viscid droplets on the capture silk, the junction cement, and the dragline/structural silk are 
important optically.  
 
The focus of the research reported here-in is on radial spider silks and how these can be processed by chemical 
treatments. The radial silks form the spokes of orb webs. A primary aim of investigating chemical treatment is to develop 
methods for removing the outer layers of the silk so that the optical properties of these processed silks can be compared 
with the complete silk. It transpires that some chemical treatments change the morphology of the silks in ways that are of 
interest as an optical material.   These changes also give new insight into the materials properties of the silks, more 
generally. 
 
TEM of dragline and radial silks has shown the silks are multi-layered.19-23 Dragline silk (the aerial lifeline) is 
differentiated from radial silk by the speed at which it is drawn. The silk dope and the coating materials come from the 
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Glycoprotein layer ~20-50 nm 

Skin layer ~50-250 nm

Outer core ~100-200 nm 

Inner core φ~ 1-5 μm

same glands in both cases. The dragline silk is drawn at speeds of order 5-10 times those of the radial silks. It has 
measurably different mechanical properties, being stronger and tougher in general. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the layers 
observed in the dragline silk of two Nephila spider species.19-22 This structure is consistent with TEM carried out on the 
radial silk of two Argiope spider species.23 By contrast the radial silk of the spider Plebs eburnus has been found to be 
less layered.23   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A schematic of the cross-section multi-layer structure of spider dragline/radial silk (not to scale). 

From observations of the natural light color displays of certain orb webs the possibility of thin film interference emerges 
as one of the possible explanations of some of the phenomena observed.3 Capture silks have an adhesive liquid layer of a 
lower refractive index along their length, punctuated by regular larger droplets of the adhesive material. For the capture 
spiral, simple simulations show that thin film interference effects will occur. For the radial and dragline silks there has 
been an assumption that the silks are homogeneous in considering the scattering properties of the silks. However, TEM 
studies show these silks are in fact multi-layered as indicated in fig. 1.19-23 Additionally, silk strands can be made up of 
more than one silk fiber. There is a need to measure the refractive index of the layer materials and the core silk to 
determine whether there is sufficient difference, when combined with the layer thickness, to lead to thin film interference 
phenomena. We use the newly developed techniques to measure the refractive index and birefringence of the silks, a 
near-cylindrical micro-optical element,5,6 as a function of wavelength. We use this in combination with chemical 
processing to remove the outer layers so that refractive index values for the natural silk can be compared with those of 
“core” silk.  

Several chemical processing recipes have been applied to spider silks24 in the quest to find a method for removing the 
outer layers with minimal likely change to the processed silk. From this research proteinase treatments emerge as an 
appropriate method for removing the outer layers. Immersion in saturated LiCl, an ionic solvent; and 
hexafluoroacetylacetone, a hydrogen bond disruptor; emerge as causing significant alteration to the silk and its optical 
properties.  We also report on results of these treatments.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Spiders and spider silk 

Argiope keyserlingi and Plebs eburnus were collected from the grounds of Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. 
Argiope radon were collected from Katherine in the Northern Territory, Australia. Spiders were housed in Perspex 
frames (50 cm × 50 cm × 10 cm) and allowed to build webs within these. Forced silking was carried out by manually 
selecting the “dragline” silk from the spinneret of the spider with a pair of tweezers and reeling the thread at about 1 cm 
s-1. This spinning speed is consistent with that which the spider uses to lay down the radial threads of the orb web. 
 
2.2 Chemical treatments 

Chemical treatment involved immersing one or more bundles of silk (~ 10 cm) wrapped around glass pipettes in the 
relevant chemical. The silk was immersed in saturated lithium chloride for 10 minutes. 1,1,1,5,5,5-
hexafluroacetylacetone (HFAA) was employed for ~ 3 s. The silks dissolved completely in this solvent after ~ 1 minute 
of immersion. Proteinase K (2 mg ml-1) in phosphate buffered saline solution was employed for 30 minutes at 22 °C. 

Lipid layer ~2-5 nm
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2.3 TEM 

A standard TEM sample preparation technique was adopted.23,24 A ~10 cm length of silk was wound into a ~ 2 mm 
bundle and embedded in low-melt agarose (1%) and fixed in glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer (3%, 2 hours), then 
post-fixed in osmium tetroxide (1%, 1 hour). The fixed silks were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol (50% - 100%, 
20 min per change) baths and embedded in resin (1:3, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, ratio of resin:ethanol, 30 min per change, 
London White Resin, ProSciTech, Qld, Australia). The samples were placed in 100% LR white resin for 1 hour, then 
exchanged into fresh resin overnight and cured at 60 °C for 48 h. Ultra-thin (~ 70 nm) sections of silk were cut with a 
diamond knife on a Reichert ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems, Germany), mounted on Pioloform coated, 300 mesh 
thin bar, copper grids and stained in uranyl acetate (saturated aqueous, 30 min) and lead citrate solution (Reynolds, 4 
min).  All sections were examined on a Philips CM10 TEM at 100 kV (Eindhoven, Netherlands). 
 

2.4 Principle refractive indices and birefringence measurements 

Two methods have been developed for measuring the principle refractive indices of micro-optics like the spider silks.5,6 
The methods use standard index matching oils (Cargille Series A), brightfield microscopy under Kohler illumination and 
quantitative image contrast analysis. The second, simpler method is applicable to birefringent micro-optics6. The spider 
silks are birefringent and can be regarded as a uniaxial material with the principal refractive indices oriented parallel (np) 
and perpendicular (ns) to the silk axis. The silk is immersed, sequentially, in a minimum of two index matching oils, both 
of which have a refractive index intermediate between the two principle refractive indices for the silk. The first method5 
can be used to find out this range if needed. We have found the silks have refractive indices between 1.520 and 1.620 in 
our studies to date. A linear polarizer is used to polarise the incident light. Its axis of polarization, measured relative to 
the silk axis, is rotated until the contrast of the silk against the index matching oil is minimized. The measured polarizer 
angles at which this is achieved for the two oils allows both principle refractive indices to be calculated.6 The incident 
white-light illumination was filtered using band-pass filters with a bandwidth of ~ 1 nm at 450, 486, 540, 589 or 656 nm, 
to obtain refractive index measurements at these different wavelengths. 
 
Some measurements of the refractive index of spider silks were also completed using quantitative phase microsocopy25 
and commercial software. This method gives good insight into spatial variations of refractive index, such as those 
associated with variable chemical processing along a length of silk. However, the quantitative values of the refractive 
index obtained were not accurate.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - TEM 
3.1 TEM – natural silk 

Standard TEM gives variable results in delivering electron transmission contrast for the different layers of the spider 
silks. An excellent result for the cross-section of the radial silks from the spider Plebs eburnus is shown in figs. 1 & 2. 
These silks always occur as a pair of similarly sized near-cylinders, side by side as shown in fig. 1.  A skin layer with 
width between 25 and 90 nm is measured around the circumferences of the silks shown in fig.1. For one pair of silks 
shown in fig. 2 at higher magnification the skin thickness is 105-120 nm around the circumference. That the layer is a 
skin layer rather than a glycoprotein layer is concluded from the uniform appearance of the layer. The glycoprotein has 
an ultrastructure that is fibrous and aligned parallel to the silk surface. It is most likely that this silk has no glycoprotein 
layer as the sample preparation is unlikely to have removed it. Thus, this is most likely an observation of a less layered 
structure for a silk and it is hypothesized this may have evolved to achieve optical as well as mechanical functionality for 
this silk. Fig. 3 shows two TEM images from a different region of the same sample preparation in which the skin layer 
appears to be much thinner (10-20 nm). For reasons associated with the different mechanical properties of the skin and 
inner core silk23 the thicker skin layer measurements are more reliable than the thinner layer measurements. The images 
in fig.3 are interpreted as having partial differentiation of the actual skin layer. However, further research is needed to 
verify this conclusively. Another observation that indicates the need for this caution is when layers are measured as 
having different apparent thickness at different magnifications. It is well known that contrast can decrease as 
magnification is increased in TEM, and this has manifested in apparently smaller layer thicknesses at higher 
magnifications for some of the silk samples studied by TEM. 
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Figure 2. TEM of axial cross-section of radial silks of Plebs eburnus. These silks always occur in pairs side 

by side. A skin layer with thickness 25-100 nm is observed across all the silks in this field of view. No 
evidence of a glycoprotein layer has been found for this spider silk. 

 
Figure 2. TEM of radial silk of Plebs eburnus at higher magnification. The central region of such a pair is 

shown. A skin layer with thickness 105-120 nm is observed.  
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Figure 3. TEM of radial silk of Plebs eburnus. The skin layer in these images has a thickness between 10 

and 20 nm. For reasons associated with the differential mechanical properties of the silk and skin 
materials and the impact of this in ultramicrotoming, it is proposed that the true skin layer has not been 
contrasted in these images. 

 

From our experience with TEM of spider silks to date, if clearly defined outer layers are observed for a particular sample 
the measured widths can not be taken as accurate and quantitatively meaningful. It will be tested in future research 
whether the upper values measured are indicative of the actual layer thicknesses. It remains possible and even probable 
that differential penetration of fixing, contrast agents, mechanical processes during ultramicrotoming etc. during the 
sample preparation have resulted in failure to reveal layers that may be present. Also, in cases where contrast is poor and 
the layers are measured as having a thickness that may vary by up to a factor of ten around the circumference of a silk, 
caution dictates that sound conclusions on the layer thickness can not be made.   

Additional internal ultrastructure is sometimes revealed in the silks by the TEM study. Critical appraisal by those skilled 
with the techniques is needed to consider whether such ultrastructure is real or an artifact of sample preparation. In the 
study such ultrastructure was seen in some silk cross sections and not others, for the same section. This can mean the silk 
is naturally variable along the length of a single strand, the observations are artifacts, or features that are consistently 
present are inconsistently contrasted by the sample preparation.23 Voids through the thickness of a section (~70 nm) are 
reliably observed and this has been important in study of chemically treated silks. 

3.2 TEM – chemically treated silk: saturated LiCl 

Figure 4 shows the results for saturated lithium chloride treatment of Argiope radon radial silk. The glycoprotein layer 
remains intact. The silk has increased in size indicating uptake of the chemical. Pores have developed in the skin layer. 
Figure 4 also shows an ultrastructure in the form of lighter patches, with size range 10-30 nm, distributed across the core 
and skin of the silk. Image processing shows there is no sign of this patterning in the background of the image so it is not 
associated with the coated TEM grid. Image processing also shows that the patterning leads to a strong signature in the 
FFT of a cropped, contrast enhanced section of the core silk from the upper image shown in fig. 4. The patterning was 
not observed in all LiCl treated silk samples and may be an artifact associated with uneven uptake of the chemical across 
the silk. But, it is possible such a variation in uptake is due to a physical or chemical variation in the silk itself, so the 
observation is not dismissed. As noted in the discussion of TEM of natural silks, the sample preparation and TEM 
technique itself can lead to inconsistent contrast of features that are common to the silks. Thus, not seeing this patterning 
in all samples is not in itself a reason to dismiss the observation. 
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Figure 4. TEM images of saturated LiCl treated Argiope radon radial silk (axial cross-section). 
Glycoprotein (outermost) and skin layers show greater contrast cf TEM of natural silk. “Pores” appear 
in skin layer that are not seen in TEM of natural silk using the same sample preparation technique. 
Upper image shows a fold in the ultramicrotome section.  Scale bar in the lower image is 200 nm. 

3.3 TEM – chemically treated silk: hexafluroacetylacetone  

Treatment with 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoroacetylacetone (HFAA) caused the most dramatic effects on the silk. Figure 5 (a) 
shows removal of part of the glycoprotein layer from A. radon dragline silk. This was the first stage of HFAA 
processing. After the glycoprotein layer had been completely removed at one or more points around the circumference 
large pores were observed to appear in the core structure of the silk as shown in fig. 5 (b). These developed into large 
scale cavities and webbing which was also associated with an increase in the overall size of the silk (> 10 µm diameter 
vs. ~ 4 µm for untreated) as shown in fig. 6. The radial silk appeared to be dissolving from the inside towards the 
outside. Solvation appeared to be confined within the inner core, leaving the skin and the outer core relatively 
unaffected. The porous and webbed morphology of the silk that results from HFAA treatment represents an interesting 
optical material for further study. Its use as a disordered scatterer is one topic we are progressing.   
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Figure 5. TEM images of hexafluoroacetylacetone treated Argiope radon radial silk. Exposure initiates 

glycol layer digestion. Top image shows partial digestion of the glycoprotein layer. Thereafter further 
exposure leads to differential digestion of part of the core silk, without removal or apparent alteration 
of the skin layer. The Masp1 protein has been reported to have higher concentrations in the inner part 
of the core so it may be this protein that is being preferentially digested as compared to Masp2. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 6. TEM images of hexafluoroacetylacetone treated Argiope radon radial silk. Section is 

approximately longitudinal. Ultramicrotome section is ~70 nm thick.  

3.4 TEM – chemically treated silk: proteinase K 

Proteinase K has been used previously on egg sac silk from Argiope diadematus, where it negatively affected the 
breaking tensile strength of the silk.26 Figure 7 shows the result of proteinase K treatment of Argiope keyserlini radial 
silk. The glycoprotein layer and skin have been removed, and partial removal of some core silk by proteolysis results in 
an uneven boundary to the silk section due to the chemical etching process. Longer exposure time to the proteinase 
results in etching of more material. Complete digestion is possible. After 30 minutes exposure the proteinased silk is still 
a fiber that can be handled and used in optical studies when mounted with care. 

 
Figure 7. TEM image of proteinase K treated Argiope keyserligi radial silk. Section is approximately 

longitudinal. Outer layers have been completed digested.  

3.5 TEM – summary 

All the TEM studies of the radial silks from three species of spider, to date, show differentiable outer layers to the silk. 
The upper limit of the thickness of the skin layer in the radial silk of each species studied is: ~120 nm for Plebs eburnus; 
~100 nm for Argiope keyserlingi; and ~250 nm for Argiope radon. These values are such that the layer may have optical 
as well as mechanical significance in its biological function. 100 nm is a quarter wavelength coating at 400 nm. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – REFRACTIVE INDICES 
4.1 Refractive index of natural Plebs eburnus radial silk 

Figure 8 illustrates the application of the first “immersion method”5 to measuring the principle refractive indices of Plebs 
eburnus radial silk. Figure 8 (a) shows a silk immersed in a standard refractive index oil (Cargille). The grayscale 
intensity curve at the cross section of maximum contrast is shown in fig. 8 (b). A contrast measurement is made using at 
least 6 standard index matching oils and the contrast is plotted as a function of the refractive index of the standard oils 
used. Figure 8 (c) shows this graph for five different wavelengths. The refractive is determined from the minimum in the 
curve fit using a 3rd order polynomial. The technique in this form, and in the second form suitable for applying to 
birefringent micro-optics6, is quite technically demanding and requires much care and attention to detail, as described in 
the seminal papers5,6. The results  shown in fig. 8 are some of the earliest obtained using unpolarized light. Figure 9 
shows where this result for plebs eburnus radial silk sits in the Abbe diagram relative to a range of commercial glasses.27 
The radial silk of Plebs eburnus is highly dispersive for an optical material with a refractive index of ~1.55. In 
experiments to date the variability of the refractive index at 589 nm for radial silks from different parts of the same web, 
from different webs of the same individual, and from webs of different individual spiders, varies between 1.540 and 
1.560. Individual measurements have a measurement uncertainty as good as 0.0005. 

            

 
Figure 8. An illustration of the method used for measuring the refractive index of spider radial silk.5 (a) shows a silk 

immersed in standard index matching oil. The silk needs to be slightly tilted. (b) Shows a grayscale intensity 
profile across the section of maximum image contrast for this oil. (c) Shows the contrast measured using several 
different oils plotted against the refractive index of the oil. Plots for the five wavelengths listed are given.  
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Figure 9. The nd - νd position for Plebs eburnus radial silk on the Schott glass Abbe diagram.27 

4.2 Refractive index of chemically processed Plebs eburnus radial silk 

Using quantitative phase microscopy (QPM) it has been possible to correlate measurements of the refractive index with 
the visual appearance of the silk in brightfield microscopy. One example is shown in figure 10 for radial silk from a 
Plebs eburnus spider. The refractive index values are not quantitatively accurate and this is known to be a common 
outcome with this technique.28 The relative values are meaningful and both the chemical treatments, saturated LiCl and 
HFAA, raise the refractive index of the silk.   These measurements are made with unpolarized white light. The sharp dips 
in this raised value correlate with regions where the silk is more swollen by the chemical processing than neighbouring 
silk. Thus, the reduction in the “raised” refractive index is consistent with this swelling and a reduced density of the 
material. The spatially resolved refractive index is giving insight into a spatially varying effective chemical treatment 
dose. An initially increasing refractive can transition to a decreasing one as swelling overtakes removal of the outer 
layers as the dominant feature of the process. In almost all silks the removal of the outer layers causes an increase in the 
measured refractive index indicating the core material has a higher refractive index than the outer layers. However, this 
can be masked, or partially masked, by swelling associated with the chemical treatment. 

 
Figure 30. (a) Refractive index of chemically treated radial silk of P. eburnus measured by quantitative phase 

microscopy, correlated with the brightfield microscopy images of the silks immersed in a closely matched index 
matching oil (b).  The central image is of HFAA treated silk. Two chemical treatments that did not affect the silk 
are also shown. The refractive index is not differentiated from that of the untreated silk. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Using the immersion method appropriate to birefringent micro-optics6, the parallel and perpendicular principle refractive 
indices of proteinase K treated P. eburnus radial silks as compared to the untreated silk has been measured and is shown 
in fig. 11. In this case the same spot on a single silk was measured both before and after treatment. The silk is carefully 
washed in isopropanol, a procedure that was verified not to alter the measured value of the refractive index.5,6  The result 
obtained show it is the refractive index for parallel polarized light that is increased by of order 0.02. For light with 
perpendicular polarization there is no change, within the experimental uncertainty, in the refractive index and dispersion. 
The dispersion for parallel polarized light shows the Abbe number increased from ~39 to 55 following the removal of the 
outer layers of the silk. Thus, the high dispersion is associated with the layered structure and is reduced by removal of 
the outer layers. An increased birefringence of the treated silk indicates the core material is more ordered than the silk as 
a whole. This is opposite to the result observed for radial silks from Argiopes indicating there is diversity in the optical 
properties of the silks from different spider species. The nanocomposite nature of the silk as nanocrystallites embedded 
in one or more amorphous phases leads to many possible distributions with some ordering. A case where there is greater 
order in the distribution of the nanocrystallites and/or greater alignment of the protein molecules in the core silk relative 
to the outer layers could lead to the result observed for P. eburnus. 

 

 
Figure 41. Refractive index (np – parallel polarization, ns – perpendicular polarization) as a function of wavelength for 

natural and proteinase K treated radial silk from Plebs eburnus. 

That the outer layers may be lower in refractive index by ~0.02 relative to the core silk can explain the color sequence 
commonly seen on radial silks under natural lighting conditions by thin film interference at varying angle of view. A 
100nm film thickness combined with this refractive index difference gives the wavelength of peak reflectance varying 
from red through to blue for angles of incidence of 5 degrees through to 90 degrees. The method used is described in ref. 
[3]. A smaller layer thickness blue shifts the range while a thicker layer would red shift it. With a layer thickness of 100 
nm and a refractive index difference of 0.02, no appreciable thin film anti-reflection functionality is caused according to 
standard thin film calculations. The change in reflectance is at most 0.5 % as a function of wavelength. It remains for 
future work to simulate the full cylindrical geometry of the layered silk.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A successful chemical treatment for removing the outer layers of radial and/or dragline spider silk has been 
demonstrated. Its use has enabled measurements of the refractive index of natural silk to be contrasted with that of 
proteinase K processed silk with the outer layers removed. It remains for comparative measurement, using an alternative 
method of outer layer removal, to determine whether the exposure to the proteinase contributes to the change in the 
refractive index observed. As measured the refractive index difference of the treated relative natural radial silk of Plebs 

ν = 55.5 

ν = 38.8 ν = 41.8ν = 39.4 
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eburnus is ~0.02. This, combined with measured skin layer thickness, is sufficient to be relevant to thin film interference 
effects in the color displays of orb webs in natural lighting conditions. However, it is too small to indicate any likely 
anti-reflection properties at the blue/UV wavelengths relevant to insect vision for the radial silks. Simulations that model 
the layered, near-cylindrical and double cylindrical geometries of the natural silks are needed to progress this research 
and to allow firmer conclusions to be made. 

Quantitative phase microscopy has been demonstrated as a technique that can be used for spatially and time resolved 
study of the effect of chemical processing of silks. It should be employed in future, systematic studies. In particular, 
where the effect of chemically etching the silk is to increase the refractive index, the QPM technique can be used to 
identify a competing change due to swelling of the silk which lowers the density and refractive index. 

Chemical treatment of radial silks from Argiope radon with saturated LiCl and HFAA lead to dramatically different 
morphological changes to cross section of the silk as measured by TEM. LiCl causes the skin layer to develop pores 
while HFAA causes development of large pores and webbing in the interior of the core silk after the outer glycoprotein 
layer is digested or partly digested. In both cases the birefringence of the silk is reduced by chemical processing meaning 
the silk is less ordered after processing. The resulting morphologies give insight into the materials properties of silk 
components. The skin has a component susceptible to an ionic solvent while the core silk has a component susceptible to 
a hydrogen bond disrupting solvent. This suggests fundamental variances between the different silk layers and 
components at an atomic level The resulting morphologies also represent interesting model system for studying 
disordered scattering materials which have scattering elements with size scales from tens of nanometers to about a 
micron being achievable via chemical processing.  

This research on the optical properties of radial silks of spiders who weave transparent orb webs, Plebs eburnus in 
particular from our studies to date, continue to indicate the webs have optical as well as mechanical functionality for the 
spider. A biodiversity in these properties is also beginning to emerge.  
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